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Question: 1

Which customers might be interested in an HP 4K UHD display? (Select two.)

A. film editors who need consistent color accuracy
B. high school biology students
C. business power users
D. architects creating life-like renderings of planned buildings
E. software developers working with long lines of code

Answer: ACE

Question: 2

Why is a Z mobile solution the correct solution for a photographer? (Select two.)

A. It offers intuitive interaction using pen and touch input.
B. It comes with the Solidwork ISV certification, which is required by photographers.
C. It delivers the flexibility to edit anywhere, without compromising full performance.
D. It looks nice and gives a prestigious appearance needed to attract new clients.
E. Its performance meets the 3D requirements.

Answer: DE

Question: 3

Which use cases apply to VR for primary education segment?

A. concept visualization, experimentation, computer programming, history lessons
B. social context, field trips, experimentation, concept visualization
C. dissections, cultural lessons, space exploration, computer programming
D. game development, social context, experimentation, anatomy

Answer: A

Question: 4

Which statement is incorrect?

A. Multi-core memory stores frequently used program instructions to increase the general speed of a
system.
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B. A multi-core processor allows users to process multiple commands or work simultaneously.
C. Non-ECC memory corrects most common types of internal data corruption.
D. Professional GPUs accelerate graphics with a boost of processing power to accompany the CPU.

Answer: C

Question: 5

Which product is correct to recommend to a professional who needs a performance and precision
inking solution that tackles editing, color grading, and retouching on the go?

A. ZBook X360
B. ZBookZ15
C. ZBook15U
D. ZBook15V

Answer: D
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